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Article abstract
The Healing of Affects through Remoulding the Body among the Yaka
The healing cuits of the Yaka in Kinshasa and in the south-west of Zaire
remould the identity of the patient and his expérience of the body in the
margin of the community. I will deal with the mbwoolH treatment for
physically handicaped, for humoral disorders as well as for some forms of
insanity centred around nightmares in which appear rivers, ravines, rapids,
whirl-winds and lightning. From the beginning of the initiation in a pit, the
patient receives a séries of anthropomorphic figurines in the guise of a
transitional object. Thèse represent a graduai transition of the catfish to an
adult. human. sexuated body, fmally invested with the major attributes of the
adult. Thèse cuit figurines act out the family. including parents, children and
servants. They offer a potential space where many culturally fashioned
identifications may be anchored. The patient lives in a kind of physical contact
with thèse cuit objects or figurines placed on an altar parallel to his bed in the
seclusion house. He massages thèse and his own body. vitalizes them with his
own force by means of a chewing of cola nuls. After having addressed himself
to the figurines in a rhythmical chant virtually without words, he proceeds
after a few days to the esoterical singing, and fmally speaks on his own behalf
and names the différent figurines with the titles of chief. parent, siblings,
junior, etc. Thus. thèse cuit objects hâve an essential mediating function
between affect and body, symbolisation and language. parent and child, mâle
and female, ghosts and living. me and the others.
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